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PEANO ARITHMETIC AND HYPER-RAMSEY LOGIC

JAMES H. SCHMERL1

Abstract. It is known that PA(Q2), Peano arithmetic in a language with the

Ramsey quantifier, is complete and compact and that its first-order consequences

are the same as those of nj-CA0. A logic JFSiï^, called hyper-Ramsey logic, is

defined; it is the union of an increasing sequence 3tf9lx Q JH^j Q JfOX^ Q ■ ■ ■ of

sublogics, and ¿fa?, contains L(Q2). It is proved that VA(3?St„), which is Peano

arithmetic in the context of JP^„, has the same first-order consequences as

II¡,-CA0. A by-product and ingredient of the proof is, for example, the existence of a

model of CA having the form (¿V, C\ass(J^)).

The extension of first-order Peano arithmetic (PA) by its augmentation with

Ramsey quantifiers was suggested by Macintyre [4] in reaction to the finite combina-

torial incompletenesses of the Paris-Kirby-Harrington type. His intention was to

give the Ramsey quantifiers a "Cantorian" interpretation: if Jf is a model of PA,

then Jf\= Q"xxx2 • ■ ■ xn$(xx, x2,..., xn) iff there is an unbounded X ç N such

that Jí^= <p(ax, a2,..., a„) for all distinct ax, a2,..., an S X. Macintyre refers to

the theory Ind, which is essentially PA together with the induction scheme for all

Ramsey formulas in the language of PA. The theory PA(<22), which consists of

those sentences of Ind involving just the 2-place Ramsey quantifier Q2, was precisely

axiomatized in [8]. Both the model-theoretic and proof-theoretic properties of

PA(<22) have been well analyzed in the two papers [4 and 8], with which the reader

should have some familiarity. It was stated in [8] that PA(<22) and Ind are

"essentially equivalent." If §3 we discuss the relationship between PA(g2) and Ind,

and also the role in Peano arithmetic of other quantifiers of the Ramsey type.

Even though it is a theory in an extended first-order logic, PA(Q2) is naturally a

fragment of second-order arithmetic with the formula Q2xx' <j>(x,x') being an

abbreviation for

3X[\fy3z(z > y A z g X) AVxx' G X(x * x' -* <f>(x,x'))].

In this way, two-sorted structures of the form (jV, #"), where S£q 3P(N), the power

set of TV, are appropriate for Ramsey logic, with strong models becoming identified

with the full second-order structures (^V,¿P(N)). Macintyre suggests in §5.6 of [4]
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that: "It would be interesting to find other fragments of second-order arithmetic

with nonstandard models in the intended (Cantorian) semantics."

In this paper we respond to Macintyre's suggestion, obtaining other quite natural

fragments of second-order arithmetic, by considering what we call hyper-Ramsey

logic. Although its syntax is second-order, hyper-Ramsey logic is best thought of as

an extended first-order logic. Peano arithmetic, in the context of hyper-Ramsey

logic, is denoted by PA(Jf^u). It will be seen that PA(Jf^) corresponds to the

full comprehension scheme in the same way that PA(<22) corresponds to Il5-CA0.

In fact, sharper results are obtained by showing that PA(Jfâ?u) is the union of an

increasing sequence (PA(Jf£%n): n < w> of subtheories, each PA(Jf^„) roughly

corresponding to IlJ,-CA0 and PA( JfSftx) having PA(Q2) as a subtheory.

The contents of this paper are outlined as follows. A review of some second-order

theories of arithmetic is presented in §1. That section concludes with Theorem 1.5 in

which it is shown that in the models (Jf,9C) of some rather weak second-order

theories of arithmetic, a modification of the ramified analytical hierarchy can be

used to obtain models (Jf, 9C'\ with 9C' c 3C, of apparently stronger theories. In §2

we give some new results, which should be of independent interest, on the model

theory of second-order theories of arithmetic. The objects studied in this section are

natural models; these are structures of the form (Jf, 3C), where SC is the collection

of all classes of Jf. In §3 we discuss Peano arithmetic with other quantifiers of the

Ramsey type, most notably Q11. We show that although PA(ÖU) and PA(Q2) have

the same first-order consequences, there are models of PA(<2U) which are not

models of PA(Q2). Hyper-Ramsey logic is finally introduced in §4, and Peano

arithmetic for this logic, PA(Jí?¿%ul), is defined. Then in §5 the construction of

models of PA(Jif^M) is presented.

The results of this paper were announced in [9]. A large amount of credit is due

Matt Kaufmann who turned a vague idea into the proof of Lemma 5.2. We are

greatly indebted to him for this proof and also for many illuminating discussions on

the subject of this paper.

1. Second-order arithmetic. The first part of this section is concerned with a review

of some second-order theories which are subtheories of true second-order arithmetic.

Structures appropriate for such theories have the form (Jf, 9C), where Jf\= PA and

2Tç@'(N). These structures are two-sorted structures with first-order variables

(written in lower case) referring to elements of N and second-order variables (written

in upper case) referring to elements of 3C.

In the second part of this section, consisting of Theorem 1.5 and its proof, we

show that if (Jf,9C) is a model of what we call A^-CAq (which is a sort of

parameter-free version of nJ,-CA0), then, by a modification of the construction of

the ramified analytical hierarchy, there exists f'çi such that (Jf, 9£') t= nJ,-CA0.

We begin with some syntax. As usual, we let W\ = 20 be the class of arithmetic

formulas; these are formulas having no second-order quantifiers. Then for n < to we

inductively define n¡, + 1 and 2*+1: a formula <#> is in YL), + X iff it is of the form Vlf

where \p G 2¡,, and it is in 2], + x iff it is of the form 3X\p, where \p g tl¡,. Often, we
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shall say a formula is in IlJ, or 2), when it is only equivalent to one in IlJ, or 2*. In

particular, we will assume that 2), U IlJ, ç 2*+1 n n¡, + 1.

We will make use of some standard pairing function x, y >-* (x, y), and then let

(X)x= {y: (x,y) G X). We will also let (X, Y) = Z, where (Z)0 = X, (Z), = 7,

and(Z)_ = 0 forz > 2.

The following are the basic axioms and axiom schemes of second-order arithmetic.

Induction axiom (IA): VX[0 g X A Vx(x <=X^x + 1(eX)^ Vjc(x g X)].

II ¡,-comprehension scheme: 3XVx(x g X «-» <í>(x)), where <í>(x) is IT),.

A'„-comprehension scheme: \/x(<¡>(x) «-» »//(x)) -» 3XVjc(x g A" <-» <f>(*))> where

both <i>(x) and t//(x) are IlJ,.

2), + 1-choice scheme: Vx3X<j>(x, X) -» BAN/x^x, (A^), where <#>(x, A) is IlJ,.

2¡, + 1-collection scheme: Vx3X<¡>(x, X) -* 3X\/x3y<f>(x,(X)v), where <¡>(x, X) is

ni.

In the four schemes above, the I\.\ formulas <J> and \p may have undisplayed first-

and second-order variables. The ITo-comprehension scheme is also called the arith-

metic comprehension scheme.

The basic theories, which are all subtheories of true second-order arithmetic, are

the following ones:

ACA0 = PA + IA + the arithmetic comprehension scheme;

nJ,+1-CA0 = ACA0 + the nj,+,-comprehension scheme;

¿xH + l-CA0 = ACA0 + the A^,-comprehension scheme;

2¡, + 1-AC0 = ACA0 + the 21„+1-choice scheme;

2¡, + 1-Coll = ACA0 + the 2¡,+ 1-collection scheme.

For convenience we let tlo-CA0 = 2})-AC0 = 2o-Coll = ACA0. We also let CA

= nL-CAo = Ufl<ulH-CA0and AC = 2L-AC0 = Un<ü)2í,-AC0.
The following standard lemma is well known and easily proved.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose (Jf, 3C) l= ACA0 and n < w. Then

(Jf,3C)^ 21„+1-AC0 => (Jf, 3C) 1= 2;,+1-Coll =» (Jf, X) 1= n;rcA0

and

(Jf,3T) \= AlB+1-CA0 + 2^-Coll - (Jf,3C) t= 21„+1-AC0.

We will make use of another hierarchy of formulas.

Definition 1.2. For a second-order formula 4>, its level \(<f>) is the number of

distinct quantified second-order variables occurring in <¡>.

For example, if $ is II),, then X(<#>) < n. Boolean combinations of formulas of

level n have level n (provided, of course, that the quantified second-order variables

in the constituent formulas are replaced by variables from some fixed pool of n

variables). If X(<¡>) < n, then 3x^> and Vx<¡> both have level at most n. There is a

certain type of nesting that can be done with formulas preserving their levels. Let <f>

and \p be formulas such that X(<f>), X(\p) < n, with X a free variable of <f> and x a

free variable of tp. Then the formula \/X[v'x(x g X *-> \¡/(x)) -* <¡>] is equivalent to a
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formula of level n which is derived from <¡> by replacing each occurrence of an

atomic formula u g X by ^(m).

Let A1,, be the set of formulas </> such that X(<f>) < n. The following less familiar

scheme will be useful in this paper.

A^-comprehension scheme: 3XVx(x g X «-* <j>(x)), where <¡>(x) is a formula in

A1,, with no free second-order variables.

In a structure (Jf, SC) we say that a set A g SC is Al„-definable if it is definable by

means of a A1,, formula with no second-order parameters. Even though no second-

order parameters are allowed in the A^-comprehension scheme, nothing is gained by

allowing parameters which are themselves A^-definable.

There is a theory corresponding to the A^-comprehension scheme:

A^-CAg = ACA0 + the A^-comprehension scheme.

The following lemma is easily proved by syntactic manipulations of formulas in A1,,.

Lemma 1.3. If n < w and (Jf, SC) i= n;, + 1-CA0 + 2^-Coll, then (Jf,SC)t=

A„+i-CA0.

The following well-known theorem is proved by constructing the ramified

analaytical hierarchy inside the model (Jf, SC).

Theorem 1.4. Suppose n < w and (Jf, SC) 1= n),-CA0. Then there is SC' Q SC such

that (Jf, &') 1= n^-CAo + 2^-ACq.

By a modification of the proof of Theorem 1.4 we will prove the following

theorem which will be applied in §4.

Theorem 1.5. Suppose n < w and (Jf, SC) t= A^-CAq. Then there is SC' çz SC such

that (Jf, SC') t= n;,-CA0 + 2^-ACq.

Proof. In the case that n = 0 just let SC' = SC. If n = 1, then let SC' be the set of

those ief which are A^-definable. Then (Jf, SC') is a (reduced) model of

nj-CA0 (see [8]), and thus also a model of 2}-AC0. Assume from now on that

n > 2.

We begin by sketching the development of the ramified analytical hierarchy in a

way suitable for our purpose. The following definitions are made in the structure

(Jf,SE).

A well-ordered set W' is a pair (D, R), where R well-orders D. We set S)(W) = D

and write x <wy in case (x, y) g R. If b g 2(W), then W\b= (9(W\b),

R n (3i(W\b) x®(W\b))), where 2>(W\b)= {x g 3>(W): x <wb}. The terms

W-minimal, W-successor, W-limit point, etc., have their obvious meanings. If W and

V are well-ordered sets, then we write W < V when W is isomorphic to an initial

segment of  V, and W ~ V when both W < V and V < W. If either W < V or

V < W, then W and V are comparable. Note that it is possible for there to be

incomparable well-ordered sets.
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Let <I>(x, y, z, Z) be an arithmetic formula (with all of its free variables displayed)

having the following two properties:

(1) If <f>( X, x) is a III formula (which may have first-order parameters from N),

and if A g SC and a, b g N, then

(jf,{(A),:i^N})\=<j>{(A)h,a)    iff    (Jf, SC) t= <S>(a,r^, b, A).

(2) Suppose A, B g SC and a, b g N are such that {(A)¡: i g N} = {(B)¡:

i g TV) and (/4)a = (£)„. Then

(Jf,A,B)t=Vxy[$(x,y,a,A)*+$(x,y,b,B)].

Then define the operator j by

j(Z)={{(y,z),x):<t>(x,y,z,Z)}.

This operator is well defined since (Jf, SC)^ ACA0.

Next we will iterate the operator j along a well-ordered set W to obtain 0(H/). If

2)(W)= 0, then 0(W) = 0; so assume ®(W) # 0. Forae 9(W) inductively

define J(a) as follows:

!0    if a is If-minimal;
j(j(b))   if a is the If-successor of b;

{((x, y), z): x <w a and (y, z) G J(x)}    if a is a If-limit point.

If W has a maximal element a, then set 0{W) = j(J(a)); otherwise let 0(W) =

{«x, y), z): x G 2¿(W) and (.y, z) G J(x)}.

It is not necessary that 0{W) exist; however, if it does, then it is unique. This leads

us to the notion of a proper well-ordered set.

A well-ordered set W is proper provided that the following two conditions are

satisfied:

0(W) exists;  for each  a^3i(W)  there is  some  ¿> g TV  such  that  W\a «
(j(0(H/""))*.

If If is a proper well-ordered set, then let 9tsi(W) = {(0(W))X: x e TV}. If V

and W are proper well-ordered sets, then V < W iff C%s¿(V) çz @s?(W). Also,

notice that any two proper well-ordered sets are comparable.

We now define £%s/, the collection of sets in the ramified analytical hierarchy, as

(J ( 3iïsi( W) : If is a proper well-ordered set}.

The collection !%s0 is definable by a 2X2 formula.

If <&ç SC, then we will identify <3f with the structure (Jf,&). U <WX çz ̂ çz SC

and m < to, then we will write (&x <m <&2 if whenever a is a 2^ sentence with

parameters from TV and <3/x, then l3/x\= a iff <&2 1= a.

There is a A'2 " well-ordering" of 9tstf which is absolute in the following sense. Let

us say that J Q £%jtf is an initial segment of Sftstf if whenever If is a proper

well-ordered set and JC\ ®d(W) * 0, then ./D âês/(W). In particular, if If is a

proper well-ordered set, then ¡%s/(W) is an initial segment. Now let 8(X, Y) be the

A'2"formula" defining < g^. Then for any initial segment J with A, B g J,

%\=6(A,B)    iff   J\=8(A,B).
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If W < V are proper well-ordered sets, then Sftjé(V) is an end-extension of

®s/(W) in that whenever A g als/(W) and B G 9lsí(V) - 9tsé(W), then A < ^

B. It will then follow that if J is an initial segment of á?j/, /' < n, and ./!= ITJ-CA0,

then J^ 2)-AC0.

The " well-orderedness" of < ms/ permits us to define ordinals. An ordinal is a

proper well-ordered set If in 3ts# such that whenever V is a well-ordered set in Sftstf

such that W ~ V, then If < mj¿ V. We will say that a well-ordered set W has an

ordinal if If ~ V for some ordinal V. It can be proved by induction on proper

well-ordered sets that every proper well-ordered set has a unique ordinal.

We now present the definition of < g(si. If A, y g 0lsé', then X < ^ Y iff one

of the following three conditions holds:

(1) There is a proper well-ordered set If such that X g @sé(W) and Y <£ ®st(W).

(2) There is a proper well-ordered set W0 such that X, Y £ 0lsá(Wf) yet for any

well-ordered set W > W0, X, Y £ dts/(W). Furthermore, the least yx such that

X = (x g TV: (Jf, SC) t= 0(x, yx, z,, 0{Wo))} for some z, is less than the least y2

such that Y = {x G TV: (Jf, SC) \= $(x, y2, z2, 0(H/»>)} for some z2.

(3) There is If0 as in (2), and for yx and y2 defined in (2), yx = y2. Let

r(¡>(X,xY = yx.Then the < ^- least Bx <= a?ss?(W0) such that {x G TV: ®sf(Wf) \=

4>(BX, x)} is < äj/ the < 5^-least 7i2 g @s/(W0) such that Y = (x g TV: @s/(W0)

*=<¡>(B2,x)}.

We will first investigate what happens if there is a A^-definable well-ordered set

having no ordinal.

Lemma 1.5.1. Suppose there is a Aln-definable well-ordered set having no ordinal.

Then 0tsé^ n¡,-CA0.

Proof. Let W0 be a minimal A^-definable well-ordered set having no ordinal.

Such a set exists, and @j¿= 9lstf(Wf). Clearly, ®j¿(Wq) 1= nJ,-CA0. We will prove

by induction on / < n that @j¡f(W0) 1= IT¡+1-CA0, so suppose that Sts4(Wf) 1= nj-

CA0.

Let A G â?jz?(W0) and let <¡>(x,Y,A) be a IlJ formula. We claim there is an

ordinal If g @s/(WQ) such that

(*) 3lj*(W0)t= Vx[3Y<t>(x,Y,A) -> 3Y G 9lst{WH(x, Y, A)}.

For, if not, let »//(x, A, W) be the formula

"If is an ordinal"A 37 G âls/(W)4>(x, Y, A)

aVw <e®(W)-3Y çz@tf(W \w)<t>(x,Y,A).

Now define D0 and R0 by

(x,w> g D0*+âls/(W0)\= 3W(i,(x,A,W) Awe@(W))

and

(x,w)R0(x',w') *+9ls/(W0)\= 3W[^(x,A,W) A (x,w) g D0 A (x',w') G D0

A(x < x' V(x = x' A w < w w'))].
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These definitions are A1,,, so the well-ordered set V0 = (DQ,R0) exists and is

A'„-definable. Clearly,  W0 < V0 and V0 Gy'(^<H/<>))- This contradicts the defining

property of WQ, so there exists If G (%sé(Wf) satisfying (*).

By the inductive hypothesis, there is B G 3ts/(Wa) such that

3ts/(WQ) \= Vx(x g B <-> 37 G 3ts/(W)4>(x, 7, A)),

and then for this same set B,

@ss?(W0) \= Vx(x G B ±+ 3Y<j>(x,Y,A)).       D

We will assume for the remainder of this proof that every A^-definable well-ordered

set has an ordinal.

Lemma 1.5.2. Suppose V is a Aln-definable well-ordered set. Then there is a least

ordinal W G ®s¿ such that @s¿(V) çz @jtf(W) < , SC.

Proof. The proof of the lemma is in several steps which we now sketch.

The first step is to prove: If <¡>(V, Y) is arithmetic and SC\= 37<i>(f 7), then

®sft= 3Y$(V, 7). Assume SC\= 3Y<f>(V, 7). By the Kleene Normal Form Theorem

(which is provable in ACA 0 and hence holds in both SC and <S#s/ (see [8])) there is a

tree T which is arithmetic in V such that its set of branches is recursively isomorphic

to the set of witnesses of <t>(V, 7). Since 3Ct= 3Y<j>(V,Y), then SC\="T is not

well-founded". There is a well-ordered set 77 (unique up to = ), a subset T0 çz T,

and a function R: T0 -» 2(H) such that 7? is onto, for each x g T0 R(x) = a iff x

is a minimal element of the subset {/G 7: R(t) < H a), and T - TQ has no

minimal elements. Then 77 is A^-definable, hence is in £%s/. Clearly, then T - T0 is

also in £%sf, and so a branch of T is also in @s/.

The second step is to prove: If </>(x, 7, V) is arithmetic, then there is an ordinal

If g â?s/ such that

®jz?\= Vx(37<|>(x, 7, V) -* 37 G âls/{W)$(x, Y, V))

AVy e Sè(W)3x(37<Í)(x,7,F)-,37g ®s¿(W\y)cf>(x,Y,V)).

The proof of this is just like the proof of Lemma 1.5.1.

The third step is to complete the proof of the lemma. Let <t>(X, 7) be a complete

n° formula. We will show that there is a least ordinal If g ^j/ such that

^j^(K)ç^j^(If)and

@s¿\= VXe@jtf(W) [3 Y<I>(X,Y) -> 37 g 9lsé(W )<f>( X, Y)].

We can suppose V G ^jaf, and that W = V does not work. Let us suppose there is

no such ordinal If. Consider the formula ^(u, V, Z):

Vz < u((Z), is an ordinal)

AFe«i((Z)0) AVzGS((Z)0)Fí«y((Z)0|z)

A \/z,w(z < w < u -> VAT g á?j/((Z)J

X(3Y4,(X,Y) ^ 3Y <E3trf{(Z)w)4>(X,Y))

AV^G^((Z)J3A-G^j/((Z)7)

x(3Y4>(X,Y)A^3YŒ@rf((Z)w\y)<t>(X,Y))).
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Define a set J by u g J «-> 3Z\p(u, V, Z). The set J exists since it is A^-definable,

so by the second step of this proof, J = TV. Now define Dx and Rx by

(u,w) g 7), « 3Z[iK«, F, Z) A w g 0((Z)J]

and

<w,w>ä,(m',w'> <-> («,w> e/),A <m',m>') g Dx

a[h<w'v(u = u'a 3Z\p((u,V,Z) A w <IZ)u w'))\.

Then If, = (Dx, Rx) is a well-ordered set which is A^-definable. Thus, Wx has an

ordinal W g Siïsé, and If has the desired properties.   D

We are going to define initial segments 3ts?x 2 9lsé2 3 • • • 2 ^j^„ of ^j/. We

define ®stx, where á?^, = \}{9ld(W): &st(W) <x SC).\i If is an ordinal such

that dls/(W) •< , SC, then 5?j/(If) -< , 3ls/v By Lemma 1.5.2 there is an ordinal

If such that ¿%jtf(W) < x SC. Furthermore, there is no largest such ordinal, for if

there were it would have to be A^-definable. Therefore, the following statement (\.i)

for / = 1 is true:

(l.j) There are arbitrarily large ordinals If g SH^j such that ^jäf(If ) < , ugs/¡.

For 1 < / < n — 2, we define

3tj*i+l = U{@J*(W): ®s/{W) < i+1 Œs/i},

and we define

®< = \J{®-*{Wk): k <cc),

where Wk is the kth ordinal in ®stn_x such that @s/(Wk) < „ Stj^n_x.

Consider the following two statements:

(2.1) ®j¿¡ t= n;-cA0.

(3./) If F is a A'n-definable well-ordered set, then there is a least ordinal

W g &S?, such that 31s/(V) ç ®st(W) < , + 1 ®s/¡.

Our goal is to prove (2.«). Our strategy for doing this is to prove the chain of

implications

(1.1) - (2.1) =* (3.1) * (1.2) - ... - (l.n) - (2.n).

Lemma 1.5.3. For 1 < / < n, (l.i) =» (2./).

Proof. Consider some 11} formula (j>(x, A), where A g /J'j/,.. Let If g dl^ be

an ordinal such that A g á?j^(If ) < . Sts?,.

The formula "<%s#(W) \= 4>(x, A)" is arithmetic in the parameters 0{W) and A,

so that there is B g J1^, such that for each ft g TV, 6 g 5 » Sñs4(W) 1= <í>(6, ̂).

But then kfio á?j< N <f>(b, A), so that á?j< M 3ArVx(x g A <-» <¡>(x, A)).   D

Lemma 1.5.4. For 1 < ; < n, (2.i) => (3.i).

The proof of this lemma is much like the proof of Lemma 1.5.2, and we omit it.

Lemma 1.5.5. For 1 < i < n, (3.i) => (l.i + 1).

Proof. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether /' < « — 2 or

i = n — i.
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First, suppose i < n — 2. We just need to show that there is no largest ordinal

If g 0lsii such that Sl¿x?(W) < , + 1 Sts?^ By noticing that ^j/, is definable by a

2j+1 formula, we can check that if If is such a largest ordinal, then If is

A1, + 2-definable. This contradicts (3./).

Next, suppose i = n — 1. Again, using that Stsin_x is definable by a 2), formula

we can check by induction on k < w that Wk, the kin ordinal If such that

á?j^ ( W ) < „ &Îs/n _ !, is A^-definable, so that the ordinal Wk+, exists.   DD

2. Natural models. This section is concerned exclusively with some model theory of

the familiar subtheories of true second-order arithmetic. When considering an

extension (Jf', SC') of a model (Jf, SC) of some second-order theory, we leave as

tacitly understood the existence of an injection e: SC ̂> SC'. We will conventionally

let A' = e(A) for each A g SC, and if 0 is a formula in which parameters from

(Jf, SC) occur, then <j>' will be the formula obtained from <i> by replacing each

parameter A G SC by A'.

Definition 2.1. Suppose n < co and (Jf', SC') is an extension of (Jf, SC). Then

(Jf', SC') is a 2),-extension of (Jf,SC) (in symbols: (Jf, SC) <n(Jf', SC')) if, for

every 2¡,-sentence $ in which parameters from both Jf and SC are permitted,

(Jf,SC)\=<¡>   iff   (Jf', SC') !=</>'.

Definition 2.2. If (Jf, SC) <0(Jf', SC'), then the extension is exclusive if for each

B g SC' there are A & SC and ae/' such that (Jf', SC'))= B = (vf )a-

Let =S? be an unspecified countable language extending the language of PA. We

let PA* be the first-order ^theory which extends PA and contains all instances of

the induction axioms for formulas in £C. Now suppose Jf 1= PA*. We let Def(Jf)

be the set of all parametrically definable subsets of Jf. A subset X çz TV is a class if

for each a g TV, {x g AT: x < a} g Def(Jf). We let C\ass( Jf ) denote the set of all

classes of Jf.

Rather classless models Jf of PA* have played an important role in the (first-order)

model theory of models of PA*. Recall (from [1 and 7]) that Jf is rather classless if

C\ass( Jf) = Def(Jf). The next definition is a sort of extension of this notion to

models of ACA0.

Definition 2.3. Let (Jf, SC) t= ACA0. Then (Jf, SC) is natural iüSC= Class(^f ).

In particular, notice that Jf is rather classless iff (Jf,Def(Jf)) is natural. Any

nonstandard natural model has uncountable cofinality. More generally, we have the

following necessary and sufficient condition for Jf to be natural. For any model Jf

and X G Class( Jf), we say that the length of X is the unique initial segment 7 çz TV

(which may be equal to TV) such that for some F g Class(Jf), {((f)0: (/)i>:

/ G F} is an order-preserving bijection from X onto I. We say that X is long

provided its length is TV.

Proposition 2.4. (Jf, C\ass( Jf)) N= ACA0 iff every unbounded class of Jf is long.

Proof. Suppose (Jf, Class(^f )) 1= ACA0, and let X g C\ass( Jf) be un-

bounded. Then the length of X is definable in (Jf, X) and, having no maximal

element, must be TV.
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Conversely, suppose every unbounded class is long. We need only show that for

every A G Class(^T) and every A0 formula @(A,x,y), that X= {a G TV: Jf\=

3y8(A, a, y)} is a class. Suppose X is not a class. Then there is b g TV such that

B = {a g X: a < b} is not a class. For each c g TV let Bc = {a g Ti: ^fl= 3j <

c8(A, a, y)}. Let C = {c G TV: 7?( =£ 5(.+ 1}. Then C is a class since for each d g C

there is m G TV such that if/!„,= {x e/1: x <m}, then

^ft= VxVz <d[3.y<z0U,x,.y)<* 3^ < z6»(/lm, x, j)].

Also, by considering the function F: C -> N where F(c) = min(7?( + 1 - 7?c), we see

that the length of C is a subset of B, a contradiction.   D

We say that a linearly ordered set (A, <) has strict cofinality k if it has cofinality

k and it has no subset of cardinality k which either is well-ordered and bounded or is

inversely well-ordered. If for some regular k, (A, <) has strict cofinality k, then we

say that (A, <) has strict cofinality. Notice that any (A, <) which is /c-like for some

regular k has strict cofinality. Also notice that if a model Jf has strict cofinality,

then every unbounded class is long, so that by Proposition 2.4, (Jf, Class (Jf )) \=

ACA0.

Nonstandard natural models of IIj-CA0 were constructed in [8]; it was asked

there if nonstandard natural models of larger fragments of true second-order

arithmetic, such as A^-CAq or even CA + AC, exist. These questions have affirma-

tive answers; the next theorem is the key to constructing such models.

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that n < w, (Jf, SC) <0(Jf', SC') exclusively, and (Jf, SC)

1= 2;,-Coll. Then (Jf,SC) <„+x(Jf',SC').

Proof. First we show that (Jf, SC) <x(Jf', SC'). Suppose (Jf', SC') 1= 3X$'( X),

where <i>(^0 is a tig-formula, possibly involving some parameters from (Jf, SC).

Then there are A g SC and a g TV' such that (Jf', SC') \= <t>'((A')a). Thus, (Jf', SC')

1= 3x<i>'((^')J, so that (>",.£") 1= 3x<j>((A)x). But then (Jf, SC) 1= 3X<j>(X).

We now proceed by induction on n, so we assume that n > 1 and (Jf, SC) <n

(Jf', SC'). Suppose (Jf', SC') \= 3AV7<i>'( X, 7), where <t>( X, 7) is 21„_1. Then there

is A g SC such that

(*) (Jf',SC')\=3xVYV((A')x,Y).

We    claim    that   (Jf, SC) t= 3xV7<f)((/i)Jt, 7).    If   not,    then   (Jf,SC)\=

Vx37-,(#>((/l)A.,7), so that by 21„-Coll, (Jf,SC)\= 3YVx3y^<l>((A)x,(Y)Y). Thus,

there isfief such that (Jf, SC) 1= Vx3y^<t>((A)x,(B)v). Since 21„-Coll implies

n;,_rCA0 (Lemma 1.1) there isCef such that (Jf, SC) 1= Vx^«x, y) g C ~

-,<f>((A)x, (B)v)). This last sentence is n¡, so that by the inductive hypothesis,

(Jf',SC') t= Vxy{(x,y) g C ~ ^'((A')x,(B')y)).

Also,    (Jf', SC')t=   Vx3y((x, y)  g   C).    Therefore,    (Jf',SC')\=

Vx3y^<t>'((A')x,(B')v),   and   this   implies   (Jf',SC')\=\lx3Y^'((A')x,Y),   con-

tradicting (*). This proves the claim, so that, in particular, ( Jf, SC) \= 3X\/Y§( X, 7).

D
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The previous theorem has a couple of interesting refinements, which are the

following two theorems.

Theorem 2.6. Suppose that n < a, (Jf, SC) <0(Jf', SC') exclusively, and (Jf, SC)

N 2;,-Coll + n;,-CA0. Then (Jf1, SC') \= Yl\-CA0.

Proof. Since no-CA0 is just ACA0, we know that (Jf', SC') 1= no-CA0. We now

proceed by induction on n, so we assume that n > 1 and (Jf',SC') 1= Ii^-CA,,,

intending to show (Jf', SC') \= IT*-CA0. Suppose (/>(x, 7) is nj,. We want to show:

(Jf', SC') \= V73XVx(x G X ~ $'(x, 7)).

Since the extension is exclusive, it suffices to show that for every A G SC

(Jf', SC') 1= Vy3XVx(x ëJh <¡>'(x,(A')y)).

Using that (Jf, SC) t= Ul„-CA0, we can find ief such that

(Jf,SC)\= Vxj((x,>>> e'5H4(x,(4)),

This sentence is IXj;+1, so applying Theorem 2.5,

(Jf', SC') 1= Vx^(<x, y) g B' ~ 4>'{x,(A') ',)).

By arithmetic comprehension,

(Jf', SC') 1= V.y3AVx(x g A ~ (x, y) g 5'),

so that (./f',#"')!= Vj3ArVx(x G A ~ <J>'(x, (/*%))■    □

Theorem 2.7. Suppose that n < co, (.yf, áT) -<0(^T', #"') exclusively, and (Jf, SC)

i= 2;,+1-ac0 + n;,+1-cA0. t-a«i (^'.¿n n 2x„+1-ac0 + ni+rCA0.

Proof. From Theorem 2.6 we know that (Jf', SC') 1= IlJ,+1-CA0. Thus, we want

to show that for every n¡, formula 4>(x, X, 7),

(Jf',SC')\=VY[Vx3X<t>'(x,X,Y) -» 3AVx<i>'(x, (X)x, Y)].

Because the extension is exclusive, we need only show that for every A G SC,

(*)       (Jf',SC')t= Vy[Vx3X4>'(x,X,(A')y) ^ 3X\fx<t>'(x,(X) X,(A') v)].

Since (Jf', SC') \= IIJ;+1-CA0, there are B, C g SC such that

(Jf,SC)\=Vy[y^B~3XVx<t>(x,(X)x,(A)y)],

and

(Jf,SC)\=Vxy[(x,y) g C **3X+(x,X,(A),)].

Therefore,

(Jf,SC) 1= \/y[Mx(x,y) G C->j> G B].

These last three sentences are each ïlln + 2 so by Theorem 2.5 they hold in (Jf', SC').

Therefore, (*) holds.   D

We next give the basic method for constructing rather classless models. For

models Jf< Jt 1= PA*, we say that J( is a conservative extension of Jf if whenever

A g Class(^), then A C\ TV g Def(Jf). All conservative extensions are end exten-

sions. The relevant form of the theorem of MacDowell and Specker [3] asserts that

every model of PA* has a proper, conservative extension.
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Lemma 2.8 (Theorem 1.5 of [6] and Lemma 3.1 of [7]). Let a be an ordinal such

that cf(a) > S0. Suppose that (Jf„: v < a) is a continuous chain of conservative

extensions of models of PA*. Then Jfa is rather classless.

We can now obtain, for example, the following corollary.

Corollary 2.9. Suppose T is a complete, consistent extension of CA + AC. Then

for each k > S0 there is a natural model (Jf, SC) of T of cardinality k. Furthermore,

if cí(k) > S0, then Jf can be chosen to be n-like.

Proof. Let a = k if cf(ic) > N0; otherwise, let a = k ■ uv Let (Jf0,SC0) be a

countable model of T. Let SC0 = [A0, Ax, A2, ...}, and let Jf0 = (Jf0, A0, Av...)

be a model of PA*. Using the MacDowell-Specker theorem, let {Jt„: v < a) be a

continuous chain of conservative extensions, with |M„ + 1| = |M„|. Now let SC =

Y)eí(J¿a), so that (J(a,SC) is an exclusive extension of (Jf0,SC0). By Lemma 2.8,

SC= Class(^a) so (J(a, SC) is natural. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.5, (J(a, SC) 1= T.

Clearly \Ma\ = k, and J(a is K-like if cf(ic) > S0.    D

We end this section by giving a model-theoretic proof of a result of Sieg [10] which

says that 2¡, + 1-AC0 is conservative over n„-CA0 + 2n-AC0 for Il„ + 2 sentences.

(This theorem will not be used in this paper, but we include it because of its close

connection to results of this section.)

Theorem 2.10. Suppose (Jf,SC) 1= n;,-CA0 + 2;,-Coll, where n < w. Then there

exists (Jf', SC') t= 2^,-ACq such that (Jf, SC) <n+x(Jf', SC').

Proof. Let (Jf, SC) t= U\-CA0 + 2„-Coll, and let SC= {A¡: i g 7}. Let

(Jf ', /4'),e; be a sufficiently saturated elementary extension of (Jf, A¡)jeI, and

then let SC' = Def((^f', A',)iel) = {(A])^ x g TV', i g 7} so that (Jf', SC') is an

exclusive extension of (Jf, SC). By Theorem 2.5, (Jf,SC)<n + x(Jf',SC') since

(Jf, SC) 1= 2;,-Coll. We now claim: (Jf', SC') 1= 21B + 1-AC0.

To prove the claim, let <>(x, X, 7) be a W\ formula. We must show

(Jf',SC')\= V7[Vx3A(f>'(x, X, 7) ^ 3X\/x<t>'(x,(X)x, 7)].

Since the extension is exclusive, it suffices to show that for each A g SC,

(Jf', SC') 1= Vy<[Vx3A<i>'(x, X,(A')y) -* 3XVx<p'(x, ( X)x, (A') v)].

Fix some a g TV' such that (Jf', SC') \= Vx3A<J>'(x, X,(A')a). We will show that for

some B g SC, (Jf',SC') \= Vx3z<j>'(x,(B')z, (A')a). So, suppose not. Then for each

BeSC, (Jf',SC')\=3x\/z^<¡>'(x,(B')z, (A')a). In fact, if B0, Bx,...,Bk  X^SC,

then

(Jf',SC') 1= 3x A Vz^<f>'(x,(7?,')7,U')a)
i<k

as otherwise B = {(kz + i,w): (z,w) G 5, and i < k) would provide a contradic-

tion. Since (^f, SC) 1= n„-CA0, for each B ^ SC there is CB G SC such that (>", #)

t= Vxyz((x, y, z) g CB <-> -,<|>(x,(7i)z,(,4)v)). This sentence is Il„+1, so

(^\<r) N Vxjz((x,y,z> G C'B~ ^'{x,(B')z,(A')y)).

Therefore, for each B0, Bx,..., Bk_x G SC,

(Jf',SC') t= 3x A Vz((x,a,z> g Q).
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By saturation, there is c G TV' such that (Jf',SC') 1= Vz((c,a,z) g C'b) for each

B eSC. Thus, (Jf', SC') 1= \/z^'(c, (B')z, (A')a) for each Bef.so that (Jf', SC')

\= \/X^<p'(c, X,(A')a), and then (Jf', SC') 1= 3xVA'-,<f>'(x, X,(A')a). This is a con-

tradiction.    D

3. Ramsey logics. The quantifier Q2 is just one of an entire family of quantifiers of

the Ramsey type, which are defined in §4 of [5]. In this section we consider these

quantifiers in the context of Peano arithmetic, giving them the "unbounded"

interpretation.

For a finite sequence s = (s0,sx,...,sk) of positive integers, the Ramsey quanti-

fier Qs is an «-place quantifier, where n = s0 + sx + ■ • • +sk. The interpretation of

the quantifier Qs in models of PA is defined by adjoining the following clause to the

usual inductive definition of satisfaction for first-order formulas. If Jf is a model of

PA, then the sentence

Ô -*0,1> X0,2' ■ • • ' X0,s0> *1,1» Xl,2' • ■ • ' *1,V • • • ' Xk,sft\X0,l> • • • ' Xk,sk)

holds in Jf if there are unbounded subsets Aq, Xx, ..., Xk çz N such that whenever

aox, a02,..., a0so g A0,..., aw,..., akSk g Xk, where aa, at2,..., aLs¡ are dis-

tinct for i < k, then the sentence <f>(ao,i> • • • » ak,sk) holds in Jf.

We will refer to the logic formed by adjoining all the quantifiers Qs to first-order

logic as Ramsey logic, and denote it by 0t. Let 3?(QS, Q',...)be the set of formulas

in ¿ft involving no Ramsey quantifiers other than Qs, Q',_If

${x,y0,yx,...,ym^x) e«,

then the induction axiom corresponding to <f>(x, y) is the universal closure of the

formula

MO.jO AVx(<t>(x,y)^<t>(x + l,y))] ^Vx<¡>(x,y),

which is also in 91. Let PA(^) consist of the usual first-order axioms for PA

together with the set of induction axioms corresponding to formulas in 0t. (Actually

PA(^) contains some other axioms corresponding to schemes (l)-(3) in §1 of [8],

but these axioms hold in any model of PA under the unbounded interpretation.) We

let PA(QS,Q',...) be PA(á?) nSC(QS,Q',...). Then the system Ind, introduced by

Macintyre [4], is just PA(£2, Q\ Q4,... ).

It was stated, somewhat misleadingly, in the Introduction of [8] that the theories

Ind and PA(Q2) were "essentially equivalent." This is true in that the models of

PA(i92) constructed in [8] are also models of Ind. All the theorems in [8] about

PA(Q2) extend in a completely straightforward manner to theorems about Ind.

However, it is unknown whether there are models of PA(Q2) which are not models

of PA(Q3) or even of Ind. In fact, it is not even known whether there are models of

PA(Ö2) which are not models of the seemingly much stronger theory PA(JC9lx).

(See Definition 4.3 and Question 6.2.)

There are many instances where a quantifier Q' can be eliminated in favor of

another quantifier Qs. This is the case when s = (sQ, sx,..., sk), t = (t0, tx,..., tm),

and there is a function /: m + 1 -* k + 1 such that for any / < k, Z{i : f(j) = i)

< s¡. We will show, as an example, how to eliminate Q11 in favor of Q2. Let
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<p(u) = Qllx, yy\i(u, x, y). Then let <$>'(u) be the formula

Q2xy[(x <y -* (x)0 < (x)x < (y)0) A^(w,(x)0,(^),)].

Clearly, in any model Jf of PA, Jf\= Vü[<¡>(ü) «-» <í>'(w)].

An immediate consequence of the preceding paragraph is that every model of Ind

is a model of PA(á?).

We recall the following theorem of Macintyre [4].

Theorem 3.1. If Jf\= PA(Q2), then Jf is K-like for some regular k.

Thus, if Qs is not a quantifier of the form Q11.l, then every model of PA(<2S) is

K-like for some regular k. Notice that the quantifier Q11 is the weakest of all

nontrivial Ramsey quantifiers. Nevertheless, PA(Q11) is still a powerful theory as

Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 demonstrate.

Theorem 3.2. If Jf\= PA(Q11), then Jf has strict cofinality.

Proof. Suppose there is a decreasing sequence of length k, the first element of the

sequence being a. Then the sentence \p(a) holds in Jf, where 4>(u) is the formula

QlAx,y[x <y^ ((x)0 < (j;)0 A u > (x), > (y)x)].

Conversely, if t//(¿>) holds in Jf, then there is a decreasing sequence of length k

whose first element is b. Clearly Jf\= -,^(0) and Jf\= Vh[-,^(w) -> -,\p(u + 1)].

Since Jf\= PA(QlA), then Jf\= Vm-,^«), contradicting Jft= ^(a).   D

Corollary 3.3. If Jf\= PA(0u), then (Jf,C\ass(Jf )) N= ACA0.

Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.2.    D

The notion of a weak model, used in [8], is equally applicable to 0t. The following

theorem extends Lemma 3.2 of [8] from models of PA(Q2) to models of PA(QU).

The proof is essentially the same, so we omit it.

Theorem 3.4. If (Jf, SC) 1= PA(£)U), then (Jf, SC') 1= nJ-CA0 for some SC' çz SC.

The set SC' can be the set of those classes in SC which are definable by means of

formulas in -S?(ôu).

Our final goal in this section is to construct models of PA(Qlx) which are not

models of PA(Q2). The construction is very similar to the one used in [8] to obtain

models of PA(Q2), but there is a new combinatorial ingredient to replace the

A-system lemma (Lemma 3.6 below) used in [8]. For a set A we will use the standard

notation [A]" to denote the set of all «-element subsets of A. If (A, <) is a linearly

ordered set, a G [A]", and / < n, then we let a' be the z'th element in increasing

order of a.

The following lemma is very easily proved in the same manner as the A-system

lemma is, for example, in [2]. The A-system lemma is an immediate consequence.

Lemma 3.5. Let (A, <) be a linearly ordered set and k an infinite cardinal. Suppose

that 1 < n < co and that (a„: v < k) is a sequence from [A]". Then there are b G A,

m < n, and an unbounded I çz k such that:

(lji/iie/ and i < m, then a'v < b;

(2) if p., v g 7, ¡u < v, and m </'<«, then b < an^x < a'„.
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Lemma 3.6 (à-system lemma). Let (A, <) be a K-like linearly ordered set, where k

is regular. Suppose that 1 < n < to and that (a„: v < k) is a sequence from [A]".

Then there are m < n and an unbounded /çk such that:

(1) // p., v G 7 and i < m, then a'^ = a'v;

(2) if p., v G 7, ¡i < v, and m < i < n, then a^'1 < a'„.

Suppose (A, <) is a linearly ordered set, and let a, c g [A]m and b, d g [A]",

where m, n < to. We say that (a,b) has the same pattern as (c,d) if whenever

/ < m and j < n, then a' < bj iff c' < dJ.

Lemma 3.7. Let (A, <) be a linearly ordered set having strict cofinality k. Suppose

(a„: v < k) and (bv: v < k) are sequences from [A]m and [A]n respectively. Then

there are unbounded I, J çz k such that whenever p,0, fix G 7 and v0, vx G J, then

(aii()' ^"(i) nas tne samePatern as (a^, b„x).

Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on m and n. Suppose m = n = I.

Without the loss of much generality, we can assume that both sequences a and b are

one-to-one. Let P be the intersection of all initial segments X of A such that

\{p < k: av g A}| = k. Let Q be the union of all initial segments 7of A such that

\{v < k: bv í 7}| = k. We consider several cases. If there is c g Q - P, then let

7 = {v < k: av < c) and J = {v < k: b„> c}. If there is c G P - Q, then let

7 = {v < k: av > c} and J = {v < k: b„< c). Now suppose P = Q. Then \{v < k:

a„ g 7*}| < k as otherwise ({av: v < k} n P, <) would be K-like. Similarly K^ < k:

b„ £ P}\ < k. Thus, let 7 = {v < k: a„ € P} and J = {v < k: bv g Q).

Now suppose that n > 1. For p < k let c„ = (¿)°} and d„ = bv — c„. By the

inductive hypothesis, applied twice, there are unbounded I, J çz k such that

whenever u0, (i,e/ and p0, vx g /, then {a)íf¡,cVa) and (a^ , c7„ > have the same

pattern as (ß^.c ) and (aMi, d ) respectively. But then (aft) has the same

pattern as (alíi,bv~).   D

Let .5? and PA* be as in §2. In §2 of [8] the Kth iterated canonical end extension

of a model Jf* of PA* is constructed to obtain models of PA(Q2). More generally,

for any linearly ordered set (7, <), the 7th iterated canonical end extension is

obtained as follows. There is a set {8m(v): w < to} of ^formulas which determines

a minimal type in any complete extension of PA*. In particular, each of the

following holds:

(3.A) PA* H Vw3v > w8m(v);

(3.B)PA* r- Vv(8m+X(v) -> 8m(v));

(3.C) for any formula \j/(x, v0, vx,..., vs_x) there is w < to such that

PA* h- Vx3w Vv(w<V0<   ••■    <£>,_! A   A  0m(°/) -»*(*>»))
* í < s '

Wv{w<v0<  •■■  <t)î_1 A A 8„(0i) ^ -,^(x,ô))
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Moreover, suppose (7, <) is a linearly ordered set such that 7 n N = 0. Then there

is a conservative extension Jt* of Jf* where Jt* is generated by TV U 7, 7 is an

ordered set of indiscernibles in M over TV, and each a G 7 realizes {6m(v): m < to}.

Furthermore, if J is an initial segment of 7, then Jt* is a conservative extension of

its submodel generated by J U TV. We will refer to the model Jt* as the 7th iterated

canonical end extension of Jf*, and use it to construct models of PA(Q11).

Let   (Jf,SC)   be   a   countable   model   of    I1}-CA0.   Then   let   Jf*  =

(Jf, X0, A,, X2,... ), where SC= { X0, Xx,...}, so that Jf*  is a model of PA*. Let

(7, <) be any linearly ordered set having strict cofinality k > S0 such that |7| = X.

Let Jt* = (Jt, 70, 7j,... ) be the 7th iterated canonical end extension of Jf*.

Notice that Lemma 4.8 implies that Jt is rather classless, so from Theorem 2.6

(^,Class(^))l= n}-CA0.

We now claim: Jt 1= PA(£>U). We will prove this claim by induction on formulas,

showing that if <i>(x0, xx,..., x„_1, A) is a formula in J?(Q11) and A g C\ass(Jf),

then {(a0, ax,..., an_x): Jt t= <j>(a, A)} is a class. There is only one interesting step

in the induction, which reduces to proving the following: If A is a class, then

Z = {a g M: Jt \= Qxxx, y((x, y, a) g A)} is a class. Let unbounded subsets X,

Y çz M be called witness sets for Ql,lx, y((x, y, a) G A) if Jt' \= V'x G ATVy- g 7

((x, vs a) G A). We will show that if there are witness sets for <2ux, y-((x, y, a) G A),

then there are witness sets which are classes. Therefore, since (JC,C\ass(Jt)) 1= IIJ-

CA0, we will have that Z g Class(^).

So, let X and 7 be witness sets. By taking cofinal subsets of X and 7, if

necessary, there are terms Tj(x0,..., xm_,), t2(j>0,. .., y„_x) and sequences (a„:

v < X), (ft„: i><X) of elements of [7]m, [7]" respectively such that X =

{T1(a°,ai,...,ar1): " < «} and 7 = {^(ft,0,*,1,...,*;-1): v < k}. Applying

Lemma 3.5 and then Lemma 3.7 we can assume that there are b ^ M and r < m,

s < n such that:

(1) if v < k and i < m, then a'„ < ft iff ; < r;

(2) if v < k and i < n, then b'v < b iff / < s;

(3) if u.(), jt*!, v ^ < k, then ({a°o,..., a^1}, (ft°,..., ft;;1}) has the same

pattern as <{a°,..., a^1}, {ft°,..., ft-1});

(4) (ar„: v < X) and (ft¿: ? < X) are cofinal in 7.

Then there is a formula 8(v) of J£?*, possibly involving some parameters from M,

such that Jt* \= \/u3v(u < v A 8(v)),

J/*ï=Vur,...,um_x,vs,...,vn_x[ur<ur+x<  •••  < um_x < vs< vs+l

<  ■■■  <v„_1 A8(ur)A •■•

A8(um_x)A8(vs)A ... A8(vn_x)

-^ {^{al, a\,..., ar0-1 ,ur,ur+l,... ,um_x),

j2{blbl,...,b¡l-\vs,vs+x,...,vn„x),a)&A\,
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and

Jf*^Vu_,Um_x,Vs,...,V„^x[vs<Vs + x<   •••   <V„_1< Ur< Ur+X

<   •■■   <Um_xA8(ur)A ••• Afl(vi)

A8(vs)A ■•• A8(vn_x)

-* (^(ag,..., ar0~l ,ur,... ,um_x),

T2(ftO,..., b'0-\vs,... ,vn_x),a) g A].

Let g(z) be a term denoting the zth element satisfying 0(i>). Let k = m + n-(r +

s) and set

A0= (T1(a^,a1),...,a0-1,g(Â:z),g(/cz + l),..., g(*z + m - r - 1)): zgM)

and

lo" {T2(ft0°,ft1,...,ftr1,g(^ + m-r),...,

g(&z + w + H-r — i— 1)):zg M}.

Clearly, A0, 70 g Class(^), and A0, 70 are witness sets for Qllx, y((x, y, a) g A).

This completes the demonstration that Jt is a model of PA(g11). We remark that

it can be shown that Jt is a model of PA(ÖU.*). In fact, we know of no model of

PA(£U) which is not a model of PA(£U1) or even of PA(QU, Q111,... ). We also

remark that if the ordered set (I, <) occurring in the construction of Jt is K-like for

some uncountable, regular k, then Jt is a model of PA(Q2). (See Questions 6.3 and

6.4.)

The above construction of models of PA(QX1), together with Theorem 3.2, yields

several corollaries.

Corollary 3.8. For any infinite cardinal k, the following are equivalent:

(1) there is a model of PA(Q1'1) of cardinality k;

(2) k is not a singular, strong limit cardinal;

(3) there is a linearly ordered set (I, <) of cardinality k having strict cofinality.

Proof. (1) => (3) by Theorem 3.2.

(3) => (1). If k = S0, let Jt be the standard model. If k > S0, use the above

construction of Jt.

(3) => (2). Let (7, <) have strict cofinality X. If k is a singular, strong limit

cardinal, then (2x) + < k. Therefore, for some aG7, 1? = {xg7: x < a} has

cardinality ^ (2X)+. From the Erdös-Rado Theorem, there is a subset X Q B of

cardinality X+ which is either well-ordered or inversely well-ordered. This con-

tradicts (I, <) having strict cofinality.

(2) => (3). If k is regular, then let (7, <) be any K-like linear order. If k is singular

but not a strong limit cardinal, then there is X < k such that 2A ̂  k. It is well known

that there is a linearly ordered set (A, <) such that \A\ = k and A has no subset of

cardinality X+ which is well-ordered or inversely well-ordered. Suppose A has order

type a. Then let (7, <) be a linearly ordered set which has ordered type a ■ X+.   D
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The next two corollaries are proved similarly. The first one of them shows that

there is a model of PA(Q1S) of cardinality S, which is not a model of PA(Q2).

Corollary 3.9. For any uncountable cardinal k, the following are equivalent:

(1) there is a model of PA(Qxl) of cardinality k which is not K-like (and, therefore,

not a model of PA(Q2));

(2) k is not a singular, strong limit cardinal and is not weakly compact;

(3) there is a linearly ordered set of cardinality k which is not K-like but which has

strict cofinality.

Corollary 3.10. For any infinite cardinal k, the following are equivalent:

(1) there is a K-like model of PA(Q11);
(2) k < 2cf(K);

(3) there is a K-like linearly ordered set having strict cofinality.

For a related open question, see Question 6.4.

4. Hyper-Ramsey logic. The intended interpretation of the quantifier Q" is

rendered by the following clause, which is added to the usual inductive definition of

satisfaction for first-order formulas to yield the definition of satisfaction for Ramsey

formulas. If Jf is a model of PA, then the sentence Q"xxx2 ■ ■ ■ x„<j>(xx, x2,..., x„)

holds in Jf iff there is an unbounded subset X çz TV such that for any distinct ax,

a2,..., an G A, the sentence §(ax, a2,..., a„) holds in Jf. It is often more natural

and convenient (as, for example, in §4 of [8]) to give Q" the order interpretation in

which Q"xxx2 ■ ■ ■ x„<#>(xi, x2,..., x„) holds iff there is an unbounded X such that

for any increasing «-tuple ax < a2< ■ ■ ■ < an of elements from X, <¡>(ax, a2,..., an)

holds in Jf. There is no significant difference between these two interpretations of

Q". The latter interpretation can be described in another manner which has the

advantage of suggesting the generalization of Ramsey logic which will subsequently

be presented. This description is best given in terms of second-order logic.

Some routine abbreviations will be useful. First, let Qx ■ ■ • be an abbreviation for

Vh>3x(x > w A • • - ). All the other abbreviations are given in terms of Q and are

indicated below, where the formula in the second column is abbreviated by the

corresponding entry in the first column.

Q*x ■ ■ • -.öx-, • - - ,

Qx G X ■•• Qx(x g A A     • ),

Q*x g A ••■ Q*x(x G A->  ••• ),

3XX ■■■ 3A-(((?xxG A) A .-■ ),

V°°A" ••• VA-((ßxxG A)^  •••).

The formula Q"xxx2 ■ ■ ■ xn<j>(xx, x2,..., x„), in the order interpretation, is now

easily seen to be equivalent to the formula

3xXQ*xx G A--- Q*xn <=X<t>(xx,x2,.. .,x„),

while its negation is equivalent to

VxXQxx e X ■ ■■ Qx„ e X^<¡>(xx, x2,..., x J.
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Motivated in part by the syntactic form of these two second-order formulas, we

define a syntactic fragment of second-order logic, which we call hyper-Ramsey logic

and denote by JC9ÎU. Although hyper-Ramsey logic is a fragment of second-order

logic, the intention is for it to be regarded as an extended first-order logic in the

same way that Ramsey logic is a first-order logic.

Definition 4.1. The set Jf9t is the smallest set of second-order formulas

satisfying the following requirements:

(0) All first-order formulas are in JC5&.

(1) If <t>x and <t>2 are in Jf9t, then so are 4>x A </>2, #, V 4>2, -.«f^, 3x<i>,, and Vx^,.

(2) If (j> is in Jf9? and has no free second-order variables other than possibly X,

and all free occurrences of A in <#> are positive, then Qx g A"</> is in Jf9l.

(2*) If </> is in Jf9î and has no free second-order variables other than possibly X,

and all free occurrences of X in <j> are negative, then Q*x g X<j> is in Jf9i.

(3) If <i> is in 3te9t and all free occurrences of X in <¡> are positive (and occur in the

form Qx <e X), then \/xX<t> is in Jf9i.

(3*) If <i> is in Jf9l and all free occurrences of A in <¡> are negative (and occur in

the form Q*x g X), then 3XX<¡> is in Jf9t.

Notice that (2*) and (3*) are superfluous in that Q*x g X<¡> is equivalent to

-,<2x G A-,<í> and 3°°A</> is equivalent to -tfxX-[<¡>. Dually, (2) and (3) may instead

by viewed as superfluous. The parenthetical phrases in (3) and (3*) are redundant.

Since it is intended that this logic be an extended first-order logic, we want to

single out those formulas of Jf9l which have no free second-order variables.

Definition 4.2. Let Jf9ia be the set of formulas in Jf9} which have no free

second-order variables. For each « < to let Jf 92n be the set of those formulas <i> in

Jf9îu such that X(<i>) < «. (See Definition 1.2.)

Notice that Jf9î0 is just the set of first-order formulas.

If <¡>(x, y0, yx,..., ym_x) & Jf9?u, then the induction axiom corresponding to

<í>(x, y) is the universal closure of the formula

</>(0, v) AVx[<t>(x,y)^<¡>(x + 1.50] -» Vx4>(x,y),

which also is in Jf9iu. More specifically if <¡> g Jf92n, then its corresponding

induction axiom is also in Jf9ln.

Definition 4.3. The system PA( JC9tn), for n < to, consists of the usual first-order

axioms for PA together with the set of induction axioms corresponding to formulas

in Jf9?n.

Obviously, if m < « < a, then PA = PA(Jf9i0) çz PA(Jf9?m) C PA(Jlf9ln) and

PA(Jf9ÎJ = (J{PA(Jf9?k): k < u). The logic Jf9tx is seen to extend logic with

the Ramsey quantifiers. The following lemma is easily proved by an induction on

formulas.

Lemma 4.4. Let <¡>(ü) be a formula in the language of PA(Q2, Q3, Q4,...) (with the

order interpretation), and let <#>' be the formula in Jf9?x derived from (/> by replacing

each occurrence of Q"xxx2x3 ■■■by 3xXQ*xx g XQ*x2 g X ■ ■ ■ . Then $' g Jf9îx,

andifJf\= PA, then Jf\= Vü(<t>(U) <-> <¡>'(ü)).   D
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Corollary 4.5. If Jf is a model of PA(Jf9ix), then Jf is a model of PA(g2)

and, consequently, is K-like for some regular k.

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 3.1.   D

Lemma 4.6. Ifn^wand(Jf,SC)\= A^-CAq, then (Jf,SC)t= PA(Jf9}„).

Proof. Let <t>(x, y) be a formula in PA(Jf9in), and let ft g TV be such that

(Jf, SC) 1= </>(0, ft) A Vx(<¡)(x, ft)_-> <t>(x + 1, ft)). Since <¡>(x, y) g A1,,, there is A g

SC such that Vx(x G A «-» </>(x, ft)). It follows from A being a class that A = TV.

Hence, (Jf, SC) \= \/x<j>(x, ft), thereby proving the induction axiom corresponding to

4>(x, y).    □

Corollary 4.7. If n < to and (Jf, SC) 1= IÏ^-CA,, + 2;,-AC0, then (Jf, SC) 1=

PA( Jf 9? >1 + x).

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 1.3. D

The logic Jf9?u is very expressive. To see an example of this we will consider

what appears to be an even more expressive logic, and then show that it possesses

the same expressibility as Jf9?u. We add to the language a new second-order unary

predicate symbol C The intended interpretation of the formula C(A) in the model

Jf is that X g C\ass(Jf). Now we consider the set Jf9îc of formulas which has

the same defining properties as Jf9î in Definition 4.1 but with the following

additional properties:

(4) x g A is in Jf9îc for each first- and second-order variables x and X

respectively.

(5) If <i> G Jf9tc, then both 3 A(C( A) A <i>) and VAT(C(X) -* <t>) are in Jf9?c.

Notice that the parenthetical phrases in (3) and (3*) are now essential.

For n < u>, let Jf9t$ be the set of those formulas £ in Jf92c without free

second-order variables such that X(#) < «.

Proposition 4.8. With each formula <f>(ü) in Jf9t^, there is effectively associated a

formula <}> G Jf 91 n having the same free variables as 4> such that for any model Jf of

PA, Jf^ Vü(<f>(ü) <-> *(«))■

Proof. Define <|> inductively on subformulas; the only step not commuting with

formula formation occurs when <t> has the form 3A(C(A") A 8) or VX(C(X) -* 8).

By duality, we need only consider one of these, so let us consider the first one. Let

x G y be an abbreviation for the formula asserting " the x th element of the finite

sequence of 0's and l's coded by y is a 1," and let y<z be an abbreviation for the

formula asserting " the sequence of 0's and l's coded by y is a proper initial segment

of the one coded by z." Let 8' be derived from 8 by replacing all negative

occurrences of formulas of the form »el by Qx g Xv g x and all positive

occurrences by Q*x g Xv g x. Then let 4> be 3°°AÔ*x g XQ*y g A(x<1j> A 8'). It

is easily verified that <J> g Jf9ln and Jf^ Vü(<í>(") <-» <£>("))•   °

Corollary 4.9. Suppose 1 < « < u and Jft= PA(Jf9ên). Then (Jf,Class(Jf))

N A1-CA0.
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Proof. It follows from Corollary 4.5 and Proposition 2.4 that (Jf,C\ass(Jf)) \=

ACA0.

Now let $(x, y) G A1,,, and let <$>(x, y) be obtained from \p by relativizing all

second-order variables to C. By Proposition 4.8 for any a, ft g TV, (Jf, C\ass(Jf))

1= xP(a, ft) iff Jf\= <f>(a, ft) iff Jf^ <¡>'(a, ft), where <f>'(x, y) G Jf92„ is the formula

from Proposition 4.8. Since Jf 1= PA(Jf92n), there is an A g C\ass(Jf) such that

/4 = {xgTV: Jf\= <¡>'(x,b)}. But then also A = {x g TV: (Jf, Class(^f )) t=

»Hx, ft)}, so that (Jf, Class( Jf)) 1= 3AVx(x g X ~ »//(x, ft)).   D

Corollary 4.10. Suppose 1 < « < to a«<7 ./Fl= PA(Jf^„). 77j<>« fAm? « A ç

Class(^T) jmc/i ?Aa/ (Jf, SC) 1= n^-CA^

Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 1.5.   D

5. Constructing the models. This section contains a proof of the existence of

models of PA(Jf92n). We will be able to conclude from Theorem 5.1 and Corollary

4.10 that the first-order consequences of PA(Jf9tn) are precisely the same as the

first-order consequences of ü^-CAq.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose « < u and (Jt, SC) 1= \~1\-CAq, and suppose k is a regular

uncountable cardinal. Then there is a K-like Jf= Jt such that Jf\= PA(Jf9tf).

Proof. Clearly, we can suppose n > 1. We will also assume that n < u. To justify

this last assumption we note that the construction of the model Jf will be done

uniformly in «. Thus, if the original model (Jt, SC) is a model il^-CAg for each

« < to, then the constructed model Jf will be a model of PA( Jf92n) for each n < u.

Without loss of generality we can suppose that both Jt and SC are countable, and

by Theorem 1.4 we can assume that (Jt, SC) != n),-CA0 + 21-ACq. Let SC=

{A0, Ax, A2,...}, and consider the first-order structure Jt* = (Jt, A0, Ax, A2,...),

which is a model of PA*. We will use Jf9i* and Jf9l* to apply to the language of

Jt*.

Let (7, < ) be a K-like linearly ordered set. As in §3, let Jf* be the 7th iterated

canonical end extension of Jt*. Recall that associated with this model is a sequence

(6m(v): w < to) of formulas in the language of Jf* satisfying (3.A), (3.B), and

(3.C) in §3. Then, it follows from Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 that

(1) (Jf, Class(^)) 1= n^-CAo + 2^-ACo.

From Lemmas 1.3 and 4.6 we get

(2)(Jf, Class(^f)) 1= PA(Jf9tn).

Property (3.C) has an important consequence for which some definitions are

useful. It will be necessary to be precise about exactly what the first-order variables

of our logic are. So, to the existing first-order variables x0, x,, x2,... let us add a

supply   of   fresh   first-order  variables   u,   v0,   vx,   v2,_   A   first-order  term

t(u, v0, vx,..., vs_x) in the language of Jf*, but with only the displayed variables

occurring freely, will be called a (1 + s)-term. Now suppose that A çz TV, t(u, v) is a

(1 + s)-term, m < u, and ft G TV. Then we say that A satisfies (r(b, v), m) if there

is a set G ç [TV]J of cardinality k such that whenever g, h G G are distinct, then
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either h'~l < g° or g5'1 < A0, and A = (r(ft, g°, g1,..., g5'1): g G G}, and such

that Jf* \= 8m(g') whenever g e G and i < s. From Lemma 3.6 we obtain the

following:

(3) If A çz TV is unbounded, then there is an unbounded D çz A, a (1 + r)-term

t(w, v) for some r < u, and an element ft G TV such that 7) satisfies (r(ft, v), m) for

each m < 03.

We finally note the following obvious fact:

(4) If A çz TV is unbounded and satisfies (r(b, v), m), then there is an unbounded

B G C\ass(Jf) which satisfies (r(b, v), m).

Our object now is to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Let <j>(x0, xx,..., xk_x) be any formula in Jf92* and let

a0, ax,..., ak_x g N. Then Jf* 1= <£(ä) iff (Jf*, Classa)) *= Ha)-

To see why this lemma will suffice to prove Theorem 5.1, consider some formula

<í>(x, y) in Jf9in with the intent of showing that the induction axiom corresponding

to <j>(x, y) holds in Jf. Let ft g TV. Then from (2) we see that (Jf*, Class(Jf)) 1=

3ATVx(x g X «-> <$>(x, ft)). Let A g C\ass( Jf) witness this sentence. By the lemma,

for each a g TV, Jf* t= 4>(a, ft) iff a G A. But then, since A is a class, if Jf* 1=

<t>(0, ft) A Vx(<#>(x, ft) -» </)(x + 1, ft)), we get that A = TV.

Now, to prove the lemma, we will need a definition. Suppose we are given a

(1 4- s)-term t(u, v) and a second-order variable X. To each formula <j> in Jf9t*

which is a subformula of a formula in Jf9t*, with X not occurring as a bound

variable in <£, we will associate a formula ¡¡>Xt. The formula (¡>Xt will have the

following properties:

(5) The free first-order variables of <¡>x   will be just those of <#> together with u.

(6) The free second-order variables of <j>Xr will be just those of $ except for X.

(7) All quantified second-order variables of <j>XiT are relativized to C (see §4).

(8) X^ T) < X(<i>) (see Definition 1.2).

Simultaneously with defining <j>Xr we will also define the natural number

m(<$>, X, t).

There is really only one interesting case in the definition. We first dispose of the

uninteresting ones. If </> is atomic, then </>^T = <¡> and m(<¡>, X,r) = 0; (-¡(¡>)X_T =

-,(<*>*..,) and m(-,<*>, X,r) = m(<f>, X,t); (4> V xP)Xr = $x¡7 V $Xt and

m($ V i//, A,t) = max((«i(<i., X,r),m(^, X,t)});

(3x<f>)XT = 3x(<¡>XT) and m(3x<¡>, X,t) = m(<t>, X,r); (Q*x g 7<>)Xt = Q*x g

7(<)A.T) and m(Q*x g 7<f>, A, t) = w(<|), A, t), where A" and 7 are distinct varia-

bles; (3°°Y<t>)XT = 3°°7(C(7) A <i.^T) and m(3°°7<?>, X,t) = m(<¡>, X,t). Notice in

this last case that X and 7 must be distinct variables.

The interesting case in the definition of $x r occurs for formulas of the form

Q*x g A<f>. Since this formula is in Jf9t, X is the only free second-order variable in

<j>. So by (6) above, there are no free second-order variables in <j>x T. From (7), (8),

and (2), there is a first-order formula \¡i(x, y,u) in the language of Jf*  such that
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Jf* \= VxVyVu(\p «-» <¡>Xr). By (1) there is w < to such that

Jf* 1= VuVy 3w\/viw <v0<vx<---<vs_xA/\ 8m(v¡) -*4>(t(u,v), y,u)\

v3wVd(w <c0<i)1<-'  <b1„,aA 8m(v¡) -> -,^(T(u,v),y,u)\
^ i<s '

Let m(Q*x g X<¡>, A, t) be the least such m, and then set

(e*xGA<i>)^T

= 3wVviw <v0<vx<---<vs_xA/\ 8m(v,) -» xp(T(u,v),y,u)\.
^ i<s '

It is obvious that if X does not actually occur in <¡>, then for any t, <j>Xt is just the

relativization of <¡> to C. Thus, we complete the proof of the lemma by proving the

following claim, which was both formulated and proved by Kaufmann.

Claim. Let X be a second-order variable, and

'pyXo, Xx,..., Xk_x, x0, xx,..., X/_x, X)

a formula in Jf9t which is a subformula of a formula in Jf91n, with X not an

occurring bound in <¡>. Let t(w, v) be a (1 + s)-term, so that <$>Xr = 4>Xt(X, x, u).

Let a0, al,...,al_1, ft g TV, and A0, A1,...,Ak_x, B çz TV, such that B satisfies

(t(A, tJ), /w(<f>, A, t)>. Then Jf* 1= <f>(i", â, B) iff .vf * 1= ̂ (i", a, ft).

The proof of the claim proceeds by induction on </>. All cases are trivial except

perhaps for the cases in which the formula has form either 3XY<¡> or Q*x g X<¡>.

Suppose Jf * N 3xY4>(Ä,ä,B,Y). By (3) there is an unbounded D çz TV, a

(1 4- a)-term p(«, tJ), and d g TV such that -/f* N <i>(^, a", J5, D) and D satisfies

(p(d, v), m) for each w < to. By the inductive hypothesis, Jf* t= <j>Y p(A, ä, B, d).

From (4) we get DQ G Class( .yf) such that D0 satisfies (p(d, v), m((f>, Y, p)). Again,

by the inductive hypothesis, Jf* 1= <j>(A,ä, B, D0). Applying the inductive hy-

pothesis one more time yields that Jf* 1= <¡>Xt(A, ä, ft, D0). Thus, Jf* 1=

3°°7(C(7) A <t>x,r(A, 5, ft, 7)), or in other terms, Jf* \= (3XY$) Xr(A, 5, ft, 7).

Conversely, suppose Jf* \= (3XY<¡>) x r(A, 5, ft, 7), so that

Jf* 1= 3°°7(C(7) A *x¿X,a,b,Y)).

Thus, there is an unbounded D g C\ass(Jf) such that Jf* 1= <¡>Xt(A, ä, ft, D). By

the inductive hypothesis, Jf* 1= <f>(A, â, B, D), so that Jf* t= 3°°7<f>(í o", 5, 7).

Next, we suppose Jf* 1= £)** e B<j>(x, B), where </> possibly contains some

undisplayed first-order parameters. Let \j/(x,u) be a first-order formula such that

Jf* N VxVu^ <-> cf^,). Let d g TV be such that for all a g B, if a > d then

^T* 1= <j>(a, B). By the inductive hypothesis, for all a G B, if a > d, then ./T* 1=

</>Y T(a, ft) or, equivalently, Jf* 1= »//(a, ft). From the definition of

m = m(Q*x G X<¡>, X,t),

we see that

Jf*t=3wVv(w<v0<vx<  ••■  <vs_x A A 0m(»,)-»*(T(*, »),*))
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or

Jf * 1= 3wVv\w <v0<vx<  •••  < vs_x A A 8m(v,) -* -,^(T(ft,iJ),ft)).

But since B satisfies (r(b,v),m), the second alternative is impossible. Thus,

Jf* 1= (Ô*x G A<f>)*,T(ft).

For the converse, just reverse the previous argument.    D

6. Problems. There are some very natural questions which have been left un-

answered in this paper. In this section we mention what seem to be the most

interesting of them.

We constructed natural models of various fragments of true second-order arith-

metic in §2. The method of construction of these models depended upon Theorem

2.5 which relied on there being a certain amount of collection in the model. Are

there methods of constructing natural models which do not require so much

collection? The following is a specific test question.

Question 6.1. Is there a natural model of CA which is not a model of AC?

Very little seems to be known about the relative strengths of the various PA(QS).

For which 5 and t are there models of PA(QS) which are not models of PA(Q'y>. We

formally state the most extreme versions of this question.

Question 6.2. Is there a model of PA(<22) which is not a model of PA(g3) or

even of PA( JfStJ!

Question 6.3. Is there a model of PA(Qxl) which is not a model of some
PA(ÖU.lyi

We do know from Corollary 3.9 that there are models of PA(QU) which are not

models of PA(Q2); in fact there is a model of PA(Q11) which is not K-like. Is there

another approach to getting such models? To be specific, we ask the following

question.

Question 6.4. Is there a model of PA(ÖU) which is not a model of PA(g2) but

which is K-like for some regular k?

We applied hyper-Ramsey logic only to Peano arithmetic, but we formulated its

definition in Definition 4.1 to be applicable in other situations. For example, we can

in general give the quantifier Q the usual ^-interpretation and then ask

Question 6.5. Under appropriate set-theoretic hypotheses, are there compactness

and/or completeness theorems for Jf9tu or any of it fragments Jf9}£

Finally we come to what are probably the major questions left unanswered here.

In contrast to the results of [8] concerning PA(Q2), we have been unable to obtain

either the compactness or completeness of PA(Jf92u) or any of its fragments.

Question 6.6 (Compactness). Suppose 1 < « < to. Is PA(^f^„) compact? That

is, if PA(^^„) çz T çz Jf92n and every finite subset of T has a model, then does T

have a model?

Question 6.7 (Completeness). Suppose 1 < « < to. Is the set of sentences a g Jf92n

true in all models of PA( Jf91 n) recursively enumerable?
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